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Secure Localization and Time Synchronization for Wireless Sensor and Ad Hoc Networks (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
Localization is a critical process in mobile ad hoc networks and wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor node or MANET devices need to know the network's location or its relative location, with respect to the rest of the network neighbors. However, due to the open spectrum nature of wireless communication, it is subject to attacks and intrusions....
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Handbook of Fingerprint RecognitionSpringer, 2009
From the reviews:
"...a useful reference for all biometric security professionals and researchers. The four coauthors have a distinguished combination of academic and professional experience....Overall, readers will be pleased with the style and substance of this book." -Computing Reviews

"This is a comprehensive reviews...
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Proceedings of the Tiangong-2 Remote Sensing Application Conference: Technology, Method and Application (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This book gathers a selection of peer-reviewed papers presented at the Tiangong-2 Data Utilization Conference, which was held in Beijing, China, in December 2018. As the first space laboratory in China, Tiangong-2 carries 3 new types of remote sensing payloads – the Wide-band Imaging Spectrometer (WIS), Three-dimensional Imaging...
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The Plausibility of Life: Resolving Darwin's DilemmaYale University Press, 2005

	In the 150 years since Darwin, the field of evolutionary biology has left a glaring gap in understanding how animals developed their astounding variety and complexity. The standard answer has been that small genetic mutations accumulate over time to produce wondrous innovations such as eyes and wings. Drawing on cutting-edge research across...
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Creativity in the Schizophrenia Spectrum: A Special Issue of the creativity Research Journal (Creativity Research Journal Volume 13, Number 1)Psychology Press, 2001

	The articles in this special issue seek to re-examine the relationship between creativity and the schizophrenia spectrum of disorders in the wake of recent research and theorizing. They revisit both empirical and conceptual findings and issues regarding connections between the schizophrenia spectrum of disorders: schizotypy, psychotic-like...
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Color Image Processing: Methods and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2006
Over the last two decades, we have witnessed an explosive growth in both the diversity of techniques and the range of applications of image processing. However, the area of color image processing is still sporadically covered, despite having become commonplace, with consumers choosing the convenience of color imaging over traditional grayscale...
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Handbook of Mobile Broadcasting: DVB-H, DMB, ISDB-T, AND MEDIAFLO (Internet and Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2008
Consumption of media has grown rapidly in the previous decade due to advances in digital technology. In recent years, the wireless industry has seen explosive growth in device capability. Everincreasing computing power, memory, and high-end graphic functionalities have accelerated the development of new and exciting wireless services. Personal...
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Marketing Metrics: The Definitive Guide to Measuring Marketing Performance (2nd Edition)Wharton School Publishing, 2010

	The Definitive Guide to the New State-of-the-Art in Marketing Metrics


	 


	Marketing Metrics, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to today’s most valuable marketing metrics. In this thoroughly updated and significantly...
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Signal Processing, Perceptual Coding and Watermarking of Digital Audio: Advanced Technologies and Models (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2011


	The availability of increased computational power and the proliferation of the Internet

	have facilitated the production and distribution of unauthorized copies of

	multimedia information. As a result, the problem of copyright protection has attracted

	the interest of the worldwide scientific and business communities. The most...
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Design for Trustworthy Software: Tools, Techniques, and Methodology of Developing Robust SoftwarePrentice Hall, 2006
An Integrated Technology for Delivering Better Software—Cheaper and Faster!

 

This book presents an integrated technology, Design for Trustworthy Software (DFTS), to address software quality issues upstream such that the goal of software...
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Software Engineering HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2002
The Software Engineering Handbook is written for software developers; unlike many other texts, it is written to be used in developers everyday work. Care has been taken to reference outside sources consulted for the text, easily leading readers to more detailed information when needed. This book is recommended for libraries that serve IT...
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Wavelets and Their Applications (Digital Signal and Image Processing series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2007
Showing how wavelets combine signal in image processing, mathematics, physics, and electrical engineering, this introduction to wavelet technology helps engineers master the basic techniques for using wavelets in such applications as image compression, turbulence, human vision, radar, and earthquake prediction. Among the topics covered are the...
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